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Case - Devnarayan 

 

Today is February 28, 2009. Devnarayan Kesri, aged 35 years, life expectancy 75 years, is working with a Chemical 

Company as a manager for the last 11 years and is currently posted at Dehradun. He is at present residing in an 

unfurnished accommodation provided by his employer. His wife, Devyani, aged 37 years, life expectancy 80, is a 

house wife. They have two children- Devansh, aged 8 years and Devesh, aged 6 years. 

Devnarayan earned following monthly salary for the FY 2008-09: 

1. Basic Salary Rs. 50,200  

2. D. A (forming part of Salary) 50% of basic salary 

3. City Compensatory Allowance Rs. 600  

4. Children Education Allowance Rs. 300 per child  

5. Transport allowance Rs. 1,200  

 

Further, Devnarayan shall also receive a performance bonus of Rs. 80,000 from his employer for this year. 

Devnarayan has also been recently rewarded by his employer with a good number of ESOPs. 

Devnarayan’s monthly expenditure for the FY 2008-09 was: 

 

Particulars Amount (in Rs.) 

House hold expenses (including traveling, holidays and 

festivals) 

35,000 

Personal loan repayments 14,200 

 

In addition to this, Devnarayan Contributes to Employee Provident Fund Rs. 4,800 monthly and also pays Rs. 43,000 

annually as premium of his life insurance policies, which consist of 3 endowment policies and 1 unit linked policy. 

The total life insurance cover under his bouquet of policies is Rs. 12,00,000. Devnarayan and his family are also 

insured for their medical expenses under his company’s mediclaim policy.  

Assets of Devnarayan 

Particulars  Amount (in Rs.) 

Plot of land (at native place) Present Market Value 12,00,000 

ESOPs Present Market Value 10,00,000 

Life Insurance Policy
1 

Sum Assured 3,00,000 

Equity Shares Present Market Value 66,000 

Equity Mutual Funds Present Market Value 1,80,000 

Debt Mutual Funds
2 

Present Market Value 56,000 

Employees' Provident Fund Present Value 3,22,000 

Public Provident Fund Present Value 1,12,000 

Cash balance Present Value 50,000 

Post Office NSC Maturity Value on 28/Feb/2011 90,554 
 

  
1
 Money Back Policy for 20 years on 27 Jan 1997 

2 
invested on 24

th
 June 2008 No of Units = 4195.16

 

Devnarayan's parents have retired and are dependent on him financially. At present they are residing in their own 

house in Masoori, which is in the name of his father, Dhyanchand Kesri. This house was bought by Dhyanchand in 

Sep 1984, the current market value of which is Rs. 15 lakh.  

 

Devnarayan intends to plan his finances and wants to achieve his financial goals within their time horizons.  
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Financial Goals* 

1. To buy a 2BHK house within next 5 years; this is presently valued at Rs. 40 lakh. 

2. To buy a car within the next 6 months; valued approximately Rs. 4.50 lakh 

3. To accumulate funds for higher education spanning two years each for both the children when they 

respectively complete 21 years of age. At present this would cost Rs. 3 lakh per year per child. 

4. To make provision for children’s wedding expected at their respective age of 28 years respectively; present 

cost of a wedding is Rs. 5 lakh. 

5. Build a retirement corpus for a comfortable retirement at his age of 55.  

(*expressed in today’s values.) 

 

Assumptions 

1) Risk Free Rate of Return     :  6% p.a. 

2) Rate of return on Equity/ Equity Mutual Funds   : 14% p.a. 

3) Rate of return on Debt/ Bonds    : 8% p.a. 

4) Inflation       : 5% per year. 
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Questions 

1)  Devnarayan wants to continue providing his family a sum equal to present monthly household expenses, 

inflation linked, if something happens to his life today, till Devyani is alive. What approximate amount of 

life insurance cover is required by him? Assume the proceeds of such a cover would be invested in a Debt 

Oriented Balanced Fund which would give a return of 9% p.a.?  

A) Rs. 48 lakh 

B) Rs. 90 lakh 

C) Rs. 87 lakh 

D) Rs. 85 lakh  

2) Devnarayan wants to invest monthly to fund for Devansh’s higher education. For accumulation of funds 

you recommend Devnarayan to invest in Debt and Equity in the ratio 30:70. If Devnarayan starts investing 

from 1st of March 2009, what approximate amount should he set aside per month till Devansh completes 

21 years of age to achieve the said goal?  

A)  Rs. 2,420 

B) Rs. 2,951 

C) Rs. 1,528 

D) Rs. 2,240 

3) Compute the taxable value of Rent Free Accommodation for FY 2008-09 provided to Devnarayan assuming 

the population of Dehradun city is less than 10 lakh (as per 2001 Census). Also assume the accommodation 

is owned by Devnarayan's employer.  

A)  Rs. 1,00,040 

B) Rs. 75,030 

C) Rs. 69,030 

D)  Rs. 1,50,060  

4) Devnarayan intends to arrange for the present household expenses (inflation linked) post retirement till 

Devyani's lifetime. For accumulation of retirement corpus Devnarayan intends to start annual investments 

from 1st March 2009 with Rs. 45,000 in the first year, and increasing the investments by 8% p.a. till one 

year before his retirement. Devnarayan also estimates to receive Rs. 30 lakh from his employer on his 

retirement. What approximate surplus/shortfall would be available with Devnarayan at the time of his 

retirement in such a situation? Assume Devnarayan’s investments earn him a return of 10% p.a. 

throughout including his post-retirement period.   

A) Shortfall of Rs. 80 lakh 

B) Surplus of Rs. 80 lakh 

C) Shortfall of Rs. 49 lakh 

D) Shortfall of Rs. 90 lakh 

5)        Devnarayan has been paying quarterly premium of Rs. 4,000. A sum equal to 20% of the Sum Assured is 

paid back to him after every 4 years period. Quarterly premium due in January 2009 for this policy was paid 

within grace period as on 06
th

 February 2009. Devnarayan wants to know from you, what approximate 

amount of claim his nominee would receive from this policy in case of any eventuality today? Accumulated 

Bonuses under the policy are Rs. 90,000.  

A) Rs. 3,90,000 

B) Rs. 3,78,000 

C) Rs. 1,38,000 

D) Rs. 3,82,000 
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6)  Dhyanchand had gifted a sum of Rs. 1 lakh each to Devansh and Devesh which they have invested in one of 

Devnarayan’s friends firm, from which they have received Rs. 8,000 each as their share of profit in the firm 

and Rs. 18,000 each as interest on capital in the FY 2008-09. Devnarayan wants to know the Income to be 

clubbed with his income from the above for the FY 2008-09. The nearest amount would be.  

A)  Rs. 49,000 

B)  Rs. 33,000 

C)  Rs. 36,000 

D) Rs. 52,000 

7) Devnarayan's Mutual Fund investments consist of four different funds. Performance of these funds are 

as follows: 

Mutual Fund Fund Return of 1 year Standard Deviation 

A 15.33%  42.76 

B 12.54%  37.15 

C 10.25%  23.78 

D 9.06%  15.26 

He wants to know whether the returns on these Mutual Funds are due to smart investment decisions or a 

result of excess risk. How would you rank these funds from the best to worst on the basis of Sharpe Ratio?

  

A) B, C, D, A 

B) A, C, D, B 

C)  A, D, C, B 

D)  B, D, C, A 

8) Devnarayan wants to know what approximate amount of interest, from his investment in NSC, would be 

eligible for deduction u/s 80 C for the FY 2008-09. (Please ignore Taxes and Charges if applicable)   

A) Nil 

B) Rs. 5,892 

C) Rs. 6,316 

D) Rs. 5,840 

9)  On scrutinizing his bank statement, Devnarayan has observed that in the FY 2008-09 a total sum of Rs. 

20,647 has been received on account of dividend from various equity shares. He wants to know the 

taxability aspect of this payment stream. You advise that _______.   

A) after payment of dividend distribution tax Rs. 4,227 (approx) by companies on the respective dividend 

paid, the dividend received is tax free in the hands of Devnarayan  

B) tax is payable on such dividend stream at the maximum marginal rate in the hands of Devnarayan 

C) after payment of dividend distribution tax Rs. 3,843 (approx) by companies on the respective dividend 

paid, the dividend received is tax free in the hands of Devnarayan 

D) after payment of dividend distribution tax Rs. 3,407 (approx) by companies on the respective dividend 

paid, the dividend received is tax free in the hands of Devnarayan 

10)  For the wedding of both of his sons he intends to allocate only 25% of his present investments of Equity 

Mutual Funds. How much further investments does he need each year in a Diversified Equity Mutual Fund, 

starting from 1
st

 of March 2009 in total of 18 yearly installments? (Please ignore Taxes and charges if 

applicable)   

A) Rs. 21,425 

B) Rs. 35,250 

C) Rs. 18,100 
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D)   Rs. 24,925 

11)  The Debt Mutual Fund has paid out a dividend of 1.5% the record date was on 20
th

 Sep 2008. Devnarayan 

wants to know if he redeems all of the outstanding units in Debt Mutual Funds today, how much Short 

term Capital Loss approximately can he book on this Debt Mutual Fund given that he had originally 

invested Rs. 57,000 in this Fund.  

A) Rs. 1,630 

B) Rs. 1,000 

C) Rs. 370 

D) Nil 

12)  You have mentioned to Devnarayan that you shall ensure all information and relevant documents given to 

or gathered by you are securely stored to establish at any time that it has complied with the FPSB India’s 

Professional Standards and be available for inspection by the FPSB India when required. Such records shall 

be retained for seven years from the date the document was last acted upon. This is according to the Code 

of Ethics of __________.  

A)   Compliance 

B)   Professionalism 

C)   Diligence 

D)   Objectivity 

13)  At the earliest point in the relationship, you have disclosed in writing to Devnarayan that you are 

authorized to sell or advise on a restricted range of products, and any other limitation of their capacity to 

serve him. You have complied with the Code of Ethics of _________.  

A)   Compliance 

B)   Objectivity  

C)   Diligence 

D)   Competence 

14)   Devyani wants partition in Dhyanchand’s HUF, to claim her share and Devnarayan’s share out of the HUF’s 

assets. In principle, Devnarayan wants to know whether Devyani can legally demand partition of 

Dhyanchand’s HUF as she is also one of the members in the same.    

A)   Yes, as Devnarayan has no objection 

B)   No 

C)   Yes, With prior permission from IT Department only 

D)   Yes, after the death of Dhyanchand  

15)  A Mutual Fund agent has told Devnarayan that bigger the AUM of the fund the better it is. Which of the 

following statements are correct?  

1) The bigger the fund’s AUM, the lower the expense ratios and in that sense it could be better. 

2) The bigger the fund’s AUM, less are the chances of showing break-out returns as stock buying 

becomes difficult without moving the price upwards. 

3) The bigger the fund’s AUM the worse-off a mid & small cap fund would be, due to its limited pool of 

stocks. 

4)  The smaller the AUM of a small cap fund the better it is due to lower expenses & higher returns.  

A)   Only 1 is correct 

B)   Only 1 & 2 are correct  

C)   Only 1, 2 & 3 are correct 

D)   Only 2, 3 & 4 are correct 
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Case - Anoop  

Anoop Gawde and his wife Shobha Gawde, residents of Ahmedabad contacted you today, the 25
th

 of July, 2009, to  

prepare  a  Financial  Plan  for  their family  which  will  provide them a clear  direction  for  achieving their financial 

goals. You have gathered the couple’s personal and financial data to analyze their financial position.  

Anoop, aged 35 years, is in the business of manufacturing garments in Ahmedabad. Shobha, aged 30 years, is 

managing her own boutique from which she has earned a net profit of Rs. 6 Lakh in FY 2008-09. The couple has a 

child Manish, aged 5 years. Shobha’s mother deposited a sum of Rs. 3 Lakh in the name of Manish in a Post Office 

MIS account under the guardianship of Shobha, whereby Manish gets a monthly amount of Rs. 2,000 as interest 

income. 

At present, Anoop’s annual living expenses are about Rs. 10 Lakh which includes household expenses, nursery fee, 

personal expenses and one vacation in India per year. Till now he has invested all his savings into working capital of 

his garment business. He is now seeking advice to invest his yearly savings of about Rs. 12 Lakh into various assets 

other than business, which will enable him to meet his personal financial goals. Anoop’s father passed away a few 

years back. The couple is supporting Anoop’s mother, aged 63 years, currently to the extent of Rs 15,000 p.m. 

Anoop’s mother stays in a house at Pune which she purchased in 1979 for Rs. 1.80 Lakh. Fair market value of this 

house on 1
st

 April 1981 was Rs. 2.60 Lakh. Anoop opened his PPF A/C on 25
th

 March 2004. 

Current Assets & Liabilities   

a)  Assets   Amount (In Rs Lakh) 

Anoop’ Residential Flat                                                              75.00 

Anoop’s PPF (Balance as on 1st April, 2009)   3.50 

Shobha’s PPF     3.00 

Shobha’s Fixed Deposits     1.00 

Anoop’s Car (Market Value)     3.50    

Cash in hand (Anoop)                                                             1.00 

Anoop’s Equity Mutual Fund (Current Market Value)                     3.60 

Shobha’s Gold Jewelry    8.60 

Market valuation of Garment Business                                 80.00 

Market valuation of Boutique Business                                 25.00 

b)  Liabilities 

Credit Card Outstanding        1.00 

Anoop has also been investing Rs. 1 Lakh p.a. in a Unit Linked Insurance Plan for the last 5 years. The sum 

assured is Rs. 25 Lakh under this policy and the term is 15 years. He opted for “pure equity” in this policy which 

has given a CAGR of 15% in the last 5 years. Surrender Charge applicable between 5 to 8 years is 2%. A 

premium allocation charge applicable in the policy is 20% for the first year, 10% for the next 2 years and 5 % for 

the remaining term of the policy. Mortality Charge of Rs. 1.55 per thousand is deducted in the beginning of the 

year from the fund value (after addition of fresh contribution) and is fixed for the whole term of the policy. 

Financial Goals: - 

1. To provide financial security to Anoop’s family in case of any eventuality.  

2. To provide for their son’s higher education from his age of 18 years to 22 years covering his Graduation & 

Post Graduation studies.  

3. To create a retirement income fund which should provide inflation linked income of Rs. 10 Lakh per annum 

(at current prices) at his age of 60 years. Such annuity is also adjusted for inflation till he is alive.  

4. To buy a Health insurance floater Policy for his family. 

5. To expand his garment business by floating a private limited company after three years.  

6. To buy a holiday bungalow in Khandala at the age of 60 years.  

7. To provide Rs. 25 Lakh (at current prices) for Manish’s marriage at the age of 27. 
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8. Write a Registered Will deed to ensure smooth transfer of assets to beneficiary. 

Assumptions 

1. Expected Life expectancy of Anoop is 80 years 

2. Inflation is estimated to be at 4.5% p.a. 

3. Risk free rate of returns is to be at 6% p.a. 

4. Equity mutual fund returns are estimated to be 15% p.a. 

6. Bank FD and Bond returns to be 7% p.a. 

Questions 

16) Anoop wants to start investing for Manish’s higher education. Manish is likely to be in college for three 

years when he completes 18 years of age. Subsequently, for the next 2 years, he will go for post-graduation 

qualification abroad. The present cost of higher education required in the respective years is: 

 

Year 1 Rs. 5 lakh 

Year 2 Rs. 7 lakh 

Year 3 Rs. 8 lakh 

Year 4 Rs. 15 lakh 

Year 5 Rs. 12 lakh 

 

The cost of education is expected to increase by 6% year on year. If he starts investing in equity mutual fund 

how much will he need to deposit in the beginning of each year to pay for Manish’s higher educational 

requirements? Assume that educational expenses are withdrawn each year from his Age 18 years onwards. 

The yearly investments will be made till Manish completes 21 years of age.  

 

A)   Rs. 1,88,000 

B)   Rs. 2,21,610 

C)   Rs. 1,90.160 

D)   Rs. 1,92,704 

 

17) What is the correct sequence to perform six steps of Financial Planning Process to prepare a financial plan 

for the client? 

1. Developing and Presenting the Financial plan 

2. Analyzing and evaluating the client’s financial status 

3. Implementing the Financial Plan 

4. Monitoring the Financial Plan 

5. Gather client data and determining Goals and Expectations  

6. Establishing Client – Planner Relationships  

 

A)   1, 3, 4, 5, 2, 6 

B)   6, 2, 5, 4, 3, 1 

C)   6, 5, 2, 1, 3, 4 

D)   5, 6, 2, 1, 3, 4 

18) Anoop has received few gifts in the financial year 2008-09 and he wants to know about the taxation of the 

same. He received a gift of Rs. 63,000 from a friend and another gift of Rs. 24,000 from his neighbor. He 

wants to know, what is the total taxable amount from the above receipts on which Anoop will have to pay 

tax.   

A)   Rs. 63,000, as any amount received in excess of Rs. 50,000 is taxable. 
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B)   Rs. 13,000, as the amount received over the limit of Rs. 50,000 is taxable. 

C)   Rs. 37,000, as the total amount in excess of the limit Rs. 50,000 is taxable. 

D)   The whole amount of Rs. 87,000, as the aggregate value of gifts received from one person or more 

than one person exceeds Rs. 50,000. 

19) Anoop has paid Salary to three of his permanent employees A, B and C working in his garment factory 

through Bearer’s cheque payment being Rs. 18,000, Rs. 20,000 and Rs. 24,500, respectively. While 

Calculating the Income of his garment business what is the amount disallowable as expense?   

A)   Payment made to all three employees is fully allowed in computation of business Income 

B)   Rs. 4,500 

C)   Rs. 44,500 

D)   Rs. 24,500 

20) Anoop is considering the following investment projects Cash Flows in Rs: 

Projects C0 C1 C2 C3 

1 -10,000 +10,000 NIL NIL 

2 -10,000 +7,500 +7,500 NIL 

3 -10,000 +2,000 +4,000 +12,000 

4 -10,000 +10,000 +3,000 +3,000 

Assuming that the projects are independent and mutually exclusive, you are required to advise Anoop 

which project he should opt for on the basis of IRR and NPV, respectively at 10% rate of discount.   

A)   3 and 2 

B)   3 and 4 

C)   4 and 3 

D)   4 and 2 

21) Anoop before approaching you has also contacted another CFP
CM 

Practitioner for the preparation of his 

Financial Plan. In his first meeting with the practitioner, Anoop asked him the sources of compensation 

available to the practitioner by making a Financial Plan for him other than fee. But the practitioner refused 

to answer this question by saying that this is out of the scope of engagement. According to FPSB India’s 

code of ethics, the practitioner has violated Code of Ethic of _________.  

A)   Objectivity  

B) Professionalism 

C)   Fairness 

D)   Integrity             

22) Anoop’s mother wants to stay with Anoop & Shobha on a permanent basis.  Before that, she wants to 

settle her estate. She has decided to give her Pune house to Anoop. The current market value of this house 

is Rs. 25 lakh. Since Anoop is permanently settled in Ahmedabad and has no intention of returning to Pune, 

he wants to dispose of the house at current market value. From tax planning perspective, what would be 

the right course of action for Anoop for transaction relating to this house property?   

A)   Anoop’s mother should sell this house first and then gift the sale proceed to him. 

B)   Anoop’s mother should gift this house to Anoop first and then he should sell the house. 

C)   Anoop’s mother should make a Will Deed in favour of Anoop first and then he should sell the house. 

D)   Anoop’s mother should gift this house in the name of Anoop and Shobha equally and then they should 

sell the house. 

 

23)  Anoop wants to surrender his existing ULIP policy to use the proceeds to expand his business. What should 

be the surrender value of his policy? (Indicate nearest figure)   
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A) Rs. 6.5 Lakh 

B) Rs. 7.0 Lakh 

C) Rs. 6.0 Lakh 

D) 30% of outstanding fund value  of units 

24) You have ascertained that Anoop needs a life insurance of at least Rs. 50 lakh on top priority. At his age, a 

term insurance plan for a 10-year term is available for annual premium of Rs. 10,000 and for a term of 15 

years the same is available for an annual premium of Rs. 12,000. He is, however, concerned of getting ‘nil’ 

survival benefits in case of term insurance policies, though he can currently ill afford a high premium for 

endowment or ‘with profit’ type of policies. A ‘return of premium’ term policy for a term of 10 years for Rs. 

20 Lakh sum assured would annually cost Rs. 18,000 for his profile. He wants to know which among the 

following would be the most appropriate policy for him in the current circumstances.    

A)   He should take the term plan for 15 years, which will take care of his liabilities during this period in 

case he dies prematurely. 

B)   He should take the term plan for 10 years only as the premium outflow here is the least. 

C)   He should take the ‘return of premium’ policy which would yield Rs. 2 Lakh to provide for his liabilities 

when he is around 55 years of age. 

D)   He should take 10-year term policy along with a 10-year ‘return of premium’ policy to the extent of Rs. 

10 lakh to optimize on premium payment while getting survival benefits.   

25) The market value of Anoop’s residential property is assessed at Rs. 75 Lakh. He purchased the plot 10 years 

ago for Rs. 15 Lakh. He incurred 20 Lakh on construction five years ago. The land prices in that area have 

appreciated by 12% p.a. over the ten year period and the cost of construction over the last 5 years has 

gone up by 10% year on year. The rate of deprecation on building is 5 % p.a. You have advised him to 

insure his house property. He wants to know for what approximate amount he should insure his house 

property on reinstatement value basis.           

A)   Rs. 20 Lakh 

B)   Rs. 32 Lakh 

C)   Rs. 25 Lakh 

D)   Rs. 28 Lakh 

26) Which of the following shall you avoid while providing Financial Planning services to Anoop and Shobha in 

line with the Ethical and Professional Conduct of CFP
CM

 Certificant entailed by FPSB India?    

A) Keep the client informed of developments in the field of Financial Planning. 

B) Advice the client in those areas in which you have competence. 

C) Seek council of qualified individuals for areas in which you lack adequate competence.  

D) Alter existing financial strategy promptly, even without confirming to client, if the change in   

circumstances materially impacts the client’s financial goals. 

27) You have advised Anoop to use his PPF account exclusively for accumulating part of the fund for marriage 

of his son Manish. For this purpose, you have advised him to extend his PPF account upon maturity. He 

wants to continue to maintain the account with maximum permissible contribution on the last working day 

of every financial year from now onwards till the original term expires. After the original maturity, the 

account is extended for a term of 5-year block but without any contribution in the extended period. Anoop 

wants to know what maturity amount he will get from this account at the end of extended period. If he 

assumes the investments would yield a constant return of 8% p.a. for the whole period?    

A)   Rs. 23 Lakh 

B)   Rs. 26 Lakh 

C)   Rs. 24 Lakh 

D)   Rs. 27 Lakh 
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28)      Anoop plans to buy a car by taking a car loan today @ 11.25% p.a. for Rs. 3 Lakh for a period of 60 months 

from a nationalized bank. The first EMI will be payable in the end of the next month of down payment. The 

bank has a pre-payment penalty clause that you can prepay the whole outstanding amount by paying a pre 

payment charge of 2.5%. He intends to prepay his loan after paying 36 installments and wants to know 

what amount he has to pay towards the foreclosure of this loan. (Please ignore any taxes and other 

charges, if applicable)   

A)   Rs. 1,49,238 

B)   Rs. 1,81,105 

C)   Rs. 1,54,514 

D)   Rs. 1,43,913 

29) Anoop purchased a Health Insurance. The policy has a calendar-year deductible of Rs. 500 and 80:20 as co-

insurance. Anoop was hospitalized with a covered illness on January 23
rd 

2009. This hospitalization was his 

first claim under the said policy for the calendar year. His covered medical expenses were Rs. 20,500. How 

much of this amount will the insurer pay and how much will Anoop be required to pay to the Hospital?   

A)   The insurer will pay Rs. 16,500 and Anoop will pay Rs. 3,500 

B)   The insurer will pay Rs. 20,500 and Anoop will pay Rs. Nil 

C)   The insurer will pay Rs. 15,500 and Anoop will pay Rs. 4,500 

D)   The insurer will pay Rs. 20,000 and Anoop will pay Rs. 500 

30) Anoop wants to make some investment in the name of her mother so that she receives a regular monthly 

income to meet her regular expenses.  He approaches you to know which of the following asset allocations 

you would recommend for her who will be dependent on her investments for monthly income later on.  

A)   Fixed Deposits: 60% Post office MIS: 30% Equities: 10% 

B)   Fixed Deposits: 40% Post office MIS: 30% Equities: 30% 

C)   Fixed Deposits: 20% Post office MIS: 40% Equities: 40% 

D)   Fixed Deposits: 10% Post office MIS: 40% Equities: 50% 

 

 


